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It has been shown that peer feedback can facilitate second language (L2) development in 

various domains, including pronunciation (Martin & Sippel, 2021a). Therefore, peer 

feedback appears to be a viable alternative or addition to teacher feedback (Martin & 

Sippel, 2021b). Recent research further suggests that metacognitive instruction as well as 

training learners to provide feedback has a significant impact on ultimate learning gains 

when a peer feedback intervention is used in instructed L2 acquisition (Fujii, Ziegler, & 

Mackey, 2016; Sato & Lyster, 2012). This teaching tip aims to translate these research 

findings into practice by providing a step-by-step guide on how to set up a successful peer 

feedback intervention for L2 pronunciation in any face-to-face or online learning 

environment. Special emphasis will be given to possible differences in learning gains based 

on whether students are providers or receivers of peer feedback.   
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BACKGROUND  

 

Research and surveys have revealed that language learners ask for pronunciation instruction to be 

included in classroom learning (Couper, 2003) and that instructors believe it is important to 

incorporate pronunciation instruction in their teaching (Huensch, 2019), and yet, pronunciation 

instruction is often still neglected in L2 classrooms (Sturm, 2019). One of the biggest factors for 

this discrepancy seems to be rooted in a lack of time: both lack of in-class time as well as lack of 

instructors’ time, e.g., in regards to providing individual feedback on learners’ pronunciation errors 

(Darcy, 2018). This teaching tip will offer one possible remedy for this problem: using peer 

feedback (PF) as part of pronunciation instruction and training in L2 classrooms. As such, this 

teaching tip will provide a brief overview of how PF compares to teacher feedback (TF), describe 

why PF is beneficial to learners, and summarize what research findings have taught us about the 

best design of a PF intervention. This overview will then be followed by step-by-step instructions 

on how to design a PF intervention for an L2 classroom—whether this is a face-to-face or a virtual 

classroom.  

 

Can My Students Really Learn From Peer Feedback?  

 

The goal in instructed second language acquisition is generally to help learners improve their L2 

skills (Gass, Behney, & Plonsky, 2013). Therefore, when introducing a new teaching method such 

as PF, one might reasonably ask how effective it is or how it compares to more traditional teaching 

interventions. In the case of PF, the first question might target the comparison between PF and TF, 

that is, whether feedback from a peer is as helpful as feedback from a teacher. It has often been 

pointed out that PF is typically less focused than TF and that it is also more likely to be inaccurate 
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than feedback coming from the teacher (Philip, Adams, & Iwashita, 2014). Nevertheless, several 

studies have shown PF to be effective in improving learners’ L2 skills in various domains, such as 

grammatical accuracy (Sato & Lyster, 2012), vocabulary development (Sippel, 2019), writing and 

composition skills (Lundstrom & Baker, 2009), and—most importantly for this teaching tip—

pronunciation (Martin & Sippel, 2021a). Research that has directly compared the effectiveness of 

PF and TF suggests that PF is at least as effective as TF, if not even more effective (Martin & 

Sippel, 2021a; Sippel & Martin, 2022). In the domain of grammatical accuracy, for example, 

Sippel and Jackson (2015) found that a PF group outperformed a TF group, even though, when 

looking at the transcripts of the interactions, the researchers noticed that TF had occurred more 

frequently and was more accurate than PF. Similarly, for the domain of L2 pronunciation, Martin 

and Sippel (2021a) found that a group of learners that provided PF outperformed a group of 

learners that received TF on measures of L2 comprehensibility. It has to be pointed out, however, 

that they found smaller learning gains in a group that only received PF. This trend was even more 

salient when they compared the groups again eight weeks after the intervention—this time for 

perception skills (Sippel & Martin, 2022): only the group that had provided PF maintained their 

learning gains over time, whereas the groups that had received feedback from a teacher or from a 

peer appeared to have lost most of the learning gains they had shown directly after the intervention.  

 

So, if one admits that PF is often less focused and less accurate than TF, why is it still effective 

and helpful for our learners? The answer to this question lies in the fact that improvement does not 

seem to stem from the feedback that learners receive, but rather from the act of providing feedback 

(Sato, 2017). One of the unique advantages in PF is that the learners assume a more active role 

and engage in deeper processing while they provide feedback. In his dual model of PF, Sato (2017) 

explains that PF providers must first identify an error in their peer’s speech, compare this error to 

their own knowledge of the L2, correct it internally, and then monitor their feedback internally and 

externally. The process of receiving feedback from a teacher (or a peer), on the other hand, is more 

passive and less involved for the learner, which could explain the benefits the researchers found 

for providing feedback to a peer.  

 

Finally, some instructors hesitate to use PF in their classroom because they think that learners do 

not like it or that learners might feel uncomfortable when corrections stem from a peer, rather than 

from a teacher. To address this concern, Martin and Sippel (2021b) extensively investigated 

learners’ beliefs and feelings about PF and found that, overall, learners held very positive beliefs 

about PF interventions and that learners who had received feedback from a peer reported not 

feeling uncomfortable at all when being corrected. Therefore, it seems well-founded to include a 

PF intervention in any L2 classroom.  

 

What Makes a Peer Feedback Intervention Effective?  

 

Now that it has been shown that PF interventions are effective and regarded positively as a 

feedback approach by learners, the question remains how a PF intervention should be designed to 

maximize learning gains. The last decade of research on PF has shown that there are a few things 

an instructor should do to make the PF intervention as effective as possible. First and foremost, it 

has become evident that training learners to provide feedback to a peer seems to be crucial for the 

success of the PF intervention. Sippel’s (2019) study on vocabulary learning, for example, found 

that learners who were trained to correct each other’s errors improved more than learners who had 
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not received such a training. Sato and Lyster (2012) found similar outcomes in the domain of 

grammatical accuracy. It appears that without feedback training, PF tends to occur less frequently 

and therefore does not always have an effect on L2 acquisition (Adams, Nuevo, & Egi, 2011).  

 

Another important component in the design of a PF intervention is to include an element of 

‘awareness raising’—sometimes also referred to as ‘metacognitive instruction’ (Fujii, Ziegler, & 

Mackey, 2016). That is, learners should not only be taught how to provide PF, but their knowledge 

about PF should be increased as well. This usually entails teaching learners what PF is, how it 

functions from a theoretical perspective, and why it is useful and effective in language learning. It 

can even be helpful to synthesize for them research findings that demonstrate that learners have 

improved their L2 skills by use of a PF intervention. It appears as if learners hold more positive 

beliefs about PF if they know why and how it works, which in turn is important seeing that Martin 

and Sippel (under review) found a positive correlation between learner beliefs about PF and the 

magnitude of their learning gains.  

 

 

HOW TO DESIGN A PEER FEEDBACK INTERVENTION 

 

After having seen research findings that suggest that PF is effective and knowing what elements 

should be included in a successful PF intervention, in this second part of the teaching tip, step-by-

step instructions on how to design a PF intervention for any L2 classroom will be provided. These 

instructions will be the same whether the instructor plans to design the PF intervention as a 

homework component for a face-to-face learning environment, or as an asynchronous component 

in an online learning environment. That is, both are based on learners recording their pronunciation 

and peer feedback, rather than in-class interaction or real-time feedback.  

 

The design outlined below is the exact procedure that was used in Martin and Sippel (2021a). 

Following this design that showed significant gains in L2 comprehensibility in a peer-reviewed 

research study provides some reassurance that learners will benefit from the PF intervention. 

However, this is not the only way to design a PF intervention and everyone is encouraged to adapt 

it to make it work for their own learners and learning environment.  

  

Step 1: Awareness Raising 

 

Start by talking to your students about PF. This can be a short (3-5 minutes), informal presentation, 

followed by a quick discussion during which learners should get a chance to ask questions. The 

background information provided above can guide you through this conversation, which might 

need to take place in the L1, unless learners are at an advanced proficiency level. You could begin 

by explaining that, traditionally, feedback comes from a teacher (or an interlocutor in an authentic 

conversation in the L2), but that PF has also been shown to help students improve their language 

skills. You could further tell your learners about the results of L2 research studies that revealed 

that PF is as helpful (or sometimes even more helpful for long-term learning) as TF (e.g., Martin 

& Sippel, 2021a; Sato & Lyster, 2012; Sippel & Jackson, 2015; Sippel & Martin, 2022). Then, ask 

the learners why they think that PF is effective. Learners might bring up the concept of “While we 

teach, we learn.”—which goes back to the Roman philosopher Seneca. If the learners do not get 

there themselves, guide the discussion in this direction by talking about the difference between 
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providing and receiving feedback. As a reminder, PF allows learners to assume an active role in 

the learning process, whereas TF forces them to take on a more passive role. Finally, ask learners 

about their beliefs about PF and whether they would feel uncomfortable receiving feedback from 

a classmate. Address their doubts and give them room to express their beliefs. It might be helpful 

for a student who is going to provide feedback to hear that they are not going to hurt their 

classmate’s feelings by correcting an error they detect. You can download and use the 

“Metacognitive Instruction” unit that was designed for awareness raising on the IRIS database 

(www.iris-database.org) if you search for Martin and Sippel (2021b) or directly if you go here: 

https://www.iris-database.org/iris/app/home/detail?id=york%3a939336&ref=search. This unit is 

in English.    

 

Step 2: Pronunciation and Feedback Training 

 

Choose a segmental or suprasegmental target that will be the focus of the PF intervention. In 

Martin and Sippel (2021a),  two features that impede L2 German learners’ intelligibility were 

targeted, one on the segmental level and one on the suprasegmental level. Both were included in 

each round of feedback (rather than doing two separate rounds of feedback) which worked well. 

Be careful to keep your focus narrow though as you might over-burden the learners if they have to 

give feedback on a range of pronunciation targets.  

 

Next, give learners a quick refresher on the importance of the chosen target and how to correctly 

produce it. This can be a short pronunciation training in the classroom, or if you want to save in-

class time, it can be a homework-based pronunciation training, such as an iCPR unit (Martin, 2017; 

2020a, 2020b), which is a form of pronunciation training delivered in the form of Microsoft 

PowerPoint with embedded native speaker recordings. The goal of this pronunciation training is 

actually less the training or practice itself, but rather, to refresh learners’ memory on the 

pronunciation target and provide them with helpful terminology to use when they give feedback 

to their peers. Here is a practical example: on the segmental level, the focus was on the 

pronunciation of the German letter <z> (as in German Zimmer ‘room’) which is pronounced as a 

sharp [ts] in German (as in English ‘pizza’), but is often pronounced as a soft [z] (as in ‘zoo’) by 

American learners of L2 German, which strongly affects comprehensibility. By refreshing the 

learners’ memory on this pronunciation problem and providing an example of what the letter <z> 

should sound like in German, learners were given the terminology to use when they correct their 

peer’s utterances. In their feedback, they would for example say “Your <z> in Zimmer did not 

sound like <z> in pizza. Try saying it like the sharp hissing sound in pizza. Like this: [‘tsɪmɐ]”.   

It can further be helpful to provide the learners with some written guidance to use while they give 

feedback (see Step 3). Figure 1 shows what this could look like. This is a worksheet that the 

learners could use to follow along through the sentences their peers had recorded as a previous 

homework (see Step 3 below). However, learners were not asked to submit this worksheet or to 

check it for accuracy. The purpose of such a worksheet is simply to serve as guidance and remind 

the learners what to focus on in providing feedback.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.iris-database.org/
https://www.iris-database.org/iris/app/home/detail?id=york%3a939336&ref=search
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Figure 1  

 

Sample worksheet guiding learners through the process of providing feedback. 

 
 

 

Step 3: Organization of Peer Feedback Tasks 

 

Now that the students have learned about the value of PF and had a short pronunciation training 

refresher, they are ready for the actual PF intervention. Again, this could either be assigned as 

homework or as an asynchronous learning component in online instruction. The intervention 

involves several steps, ideally assigned on different days. Before looking at these steps, there are 

two practical issues to address: a) audio recordings and b) a platform to share recordings so that 

learners can provide and receive feedback. As for the former, since the PF intervention targets 

pronunciation, you need a sample of the learner speaking in the L2, so that a peer can provide 

feedback on their pronunciation. Since this PF intervention is designed as a homework or 

asynchronous task, this sample should come in the form of an audio recording. Luckily, submitting 

an audio recording does not seem to cause difficulty for learners anymore. You can either 

recommend Audacity (www.audicityteam.org, Audacity Team, 2022) as a free recording software, 

or encourage the students to record themselves using their phones. Another great solution is to use 

Flipgrid (www.flipgrid.com, Iona, 2017), which is a free and very user-friendly video discussion 

community for educational purposes. In Flipgrid, students can record themselves either using 

audio or video recording and their classmates can comment directly on the submission (again using 

audio-only or video). As an instructor, you can access all recordings and responses and even see 

an overview that shows you how many comments were submitted for each learner submission (see 

Figure 2). If you use Flipgrid, you solve both the issue of audio recordings and providing a platform 

for learners to access each other’s work in one simple interface. Moreover, having the option of a 

video recording can be helpful if the pronunciation target benefits from visual feedback, for 

example, showing the correct degree of lip rounding or the position of the tongue in the mouth. 

However, if you choose not to use Flipgrid and have students record an audio-file on their phones 

instead, there also is an easy solution to make these recordings accessible for all learners: Google’s 

Shared Drive. You can create a shared drive for your learners for free if you have a Gmail account. 

http://www.audicityteam.org/
http://www.flipgrid.com/
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You can then invite your students to the drive and make them ‘editors’, which allows them to 

upload their recordings and their feedback.  

 

Figure 2 

 

Sample of the Flipgrid overview interface.  

 
 

 

 

Once you have set up a mechanism for your learners to share audio recordings with each other 

(Flipgrid, Shared Drive, or your school’s course management system), they are ready for the PF 

intervention:  

 

Day 1: Have all learners in the course submit an audio recording (or a video recording on Flipgrid). 

If you are targeting one or two specific pronunciation features, you might want to give your 

learners prompts that ensure they will produce the targeted features. With beginning learners, you 

may simply choose to give them sentences or a text to read aloud. This could be in the form of a 

PowerPoint presentation with one sentence presented on one slide at a time (see Figure 3). 

Breaking up the prompts into several smaller prompts or sentences will make it easier for their 

peers to provide feedback.  
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Figure 3 

 

Sample set-up for recording prompts.  

 

 

 
 

 

Day 2: Divide the class in two groups (a “Provider Group” and a “Receiver Group”) and pair 

learners up so that every learner in the “Provider Group” has a partner in the “Receiver Group”.  

On Day 2, only the learners in the “Provider Group” complete an assignment (this will be balanced 

out with Day 3): that is, ask the learners in this group to listen to their partner’s recording from 

Day 1 and record a response providing feedback on their partner’s pronunciation. Again, it helps 

to guide learners in this process by providing them with a checklist as shown in Figure 1. It is 

important that this feedback comes in the form of an oral recording (rather than written feedback), 

so that learners can model the pronunciation target.  

 

Day 3: The next day, only the learners in the “Receiver Group” complete an assignment: that is, 

ask them to listen to the feedback they received from their partner the previous day and prompt 

them to use this feedback in re-recording the original prompt from Day 1.  

 

This concludes one round of the PF intervention. However, Martin and Sippel (2021a) showed that 

the learning gains in a PF intervention seem to stem from providing rather than from receiving PF. 

Therefore, to balance out the differences between the “Provider Group” and the “Receiver Group”, 

you should repeat the process of Day 1-3 again with a new prompt, reversing the group assignment. 

Finally, seeing that providing PF seems to be most beneficial to learners, you might even consider 

designing a PF intervention in which all learners provide PF on one sample recording, making all 

learners providers of PF and no learner a receiver of PF. It has to be pointed out, however, that this 

design has not been empirically tested and might not have the same effect as an authentic PF 

intervention, where the learners make great effort in providing feedback because they know that 

their partner will actually listen to the feedback and take it seriously.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Using PF to give learners the opportunity to improve their L2 pronunciation can lead to comparable 

learning gains as TF, but it has the additional advantage of saving in-class time and ensuring that 

learners receive feedback on their pronunciation without burdening the instructor to give 

individualized feedback to every student. In this teaching tip, best practices for designing a PF 

intervention in any L2 classroom were outlined.  
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